
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401 

400 Cestnut Strat Toer II 

October 28, 1982

WBRD-50-390/82-55 
BBD-50-391/82-52

O.S. Nuolear Regulatory Comission 
Region II 
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

ATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - IEFICIENCIES IN CE~r MORTAR 
LINING BY AuMRON - MBRD-50-390/82-55, WRD-50-391/82-52 - THIRD INTRBIM 
REPORT 

The subject deficiency as initially reported to NRC-OIE Inspector 
R. V. Crienjak on May 21, 1982 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as MCR 
4117R. Interia reports were submitted on June 21 and August 6, 1982.  
Enclosed is our third interim report. We expect to submit our next report 
by May 19, 1983. We consider 10 CFR Part 21 applicable to this 
deficiency.

If you have any 
FTS 858-2688.

questions, please get in touch with R. H. Shell at

Very truly yours, 

TENESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

L. M. Mills, Manager 
Nuclear Licensing 

Enclosure 
oo: Mr. Richard C. DeToung, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Similar deviations from the specifications have ben identified on 
MM 41332 1 and MC 01631. Aim, oMe oompresasive strength saple 
aignlflcantly lOMw than that specified ms dooumented on NCO 133R R1.  

l W270 doemumta repairs by Armac for which the aceptabililty is In 
question de to: (1) method of installation of mortar; (2) nonapplication 
of wUing compound; and (3) posilbly other matters relating to Inspection 
of completed repairs.  

Interim ?refre= 

A visual Inspection of the installed cement mortar lining wsU performed, 
and all available test data mas revilwed. The oorrective action for 
sch deviation from the specifieation ncted on NCR 4117R is as follows: 

1. gh slawp - Compressive strength testa performed on sumples taken 
at the ame timel the sluep tests war performed do not indicate 
unacoaptably low strength oocrete. Therefore, the sactiona of 
lining for uhich high sm s recorded wre acceptable. In the 
future, If high slmps are encountered, the mortar will be wasted.  

2. HlNh mortar temperature - Compressive strength tests performed on 
samples taken at the me time the high mortar temperatures were 
recorded do not Indicate iuacceptably low strength concrete.  
Therefore, the sectlons of lining for which high mortar temperatures 
wea recorded we acceptable. In the future, steps will be taken to 
protect the mix components from solar beating and, if required, lee 
will be used in the mortar mix to reduce exoessive temperatures.  

3. Low relative humidity - Visual inspection of the lining uid not 
reveal unacceptable cracking due to improper ouring. Therefore, the 
section of lining for which low relative hutmidity ms measured are 
acceptable. Tests performed with a strip chart type huamidity 
recorder have .hown that if end oaps are placed on lined piping 
sections nd If water is introduced into the pipe, an acceptable 
relative humidlty will result. Since the act of measuring relative 
humidity is In and of itself detrimental to that end, a 
specification revision notice (S3M-13M-921-3) has been issued to 
specify a procedure to ensure proper ouring and to delete the 
requirement o: humidity measureamta.  

. Surface cracks - Tbh areas of cement mortar lining -n header 2A and 
2B which had surface cracks were inundated with water for approximately 
12 days. At the end of this period the water was removed from these 
piping segments and the surface craoks were remeasured. The results 
showed that the surface crack widths were reduced an average of 52 
percent. Since the original maxiun crack criteria had been 
establisewd massuming inundation with water, SRN-N3M-921-6 was issued to 
increase the maxiam acceptable surface crack width from 0.02 inches to 
0.033 inches for those cracks which have not been inundated by water.  
The surface cracks have been repaired as required by the revised 
specification.
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5. Mortar thickness - Minimum lining thickness requirements have been 
reviewed in light of the American Water Works Association's Standard 
for Cement Mortar Lining (AWWA-C602), which suggests 3/8-inch 
thickness for Wold1 pipe and 1/4-inch thickness for "new" pipe.  
After excavation and inspection of system piping, it has been 
determined that the pipe being lined fit the definition for "new" 
pipe and that thicknesses as thin as 1/4-inch are acceptable even 
though this thickness is less than the thickness originally 
specified. Accordingly, sections of lining for whicn the mortar 
thickness is less than that specified but greater than 1/4-inch are 
acceptable, and a specification revision notice (SRN-N3M-921-3) has 
been issued to revise the thickness requirements to allow lining 
thicknesses as mall as 1/4-inch.  

6. Caps on ends removed - Visual inspection of the lining did not 
reveal unacceptable cracking due to improper curing. Therefore, the 
sections of lining for which the end caps have been found to be 
removed are acceptable. The contractor has reinstructed his 
personnel on the importance of replacing end caps, and TVA has 
limited access into lined sections to authorized personnel.  

7. Low compressive strength - The coiprensive strength of all samples 
are not significantly below that specified. Therefore, in 
accordance with a statistical analysis (CEB 820701 003), the section 
of lining for which the low compressive strength Was measured is 
acceptable.  

Also, corrective actions taken to rectify the nonconforming conditions 
reported on NCR 4117R has been taken for the similar nonconforming 
ocaditions rep'rted on NCR 14133R R1 and NCR 4163R. The single average 
compressive strength sample reported on NCR 4133R R1 which was 
significantly lower than that specified has been analyzed statistically 
together with 127 other average compressive strength samples taken from 
the beginning of the project through July 21, 1982 (sample Nos. 8500 and 
8627). All compressive strength sample data analyzed fall within a 
normalized distribution curve and therefore the segment of cement mortar 
lining which this .ompressive strength sample represents is concluded to 
be acceptable. Visual examination gives no indication of deficiencies 
asm no remedial action is required. No actions to prevent similar low 
compressive strength samples are required since Ameron has completed the 
cement lining.  

Corrective action for deficiencies reported on NCR 4270R is still being 
evaluated.


